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Blogger Fred Camino
challenged The Source readers
to go car-free and how to do
it in his post on Wednesday:
Ten ways to Dump the Pump
for good.
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Intriguing: Does public
transportation begin at home?

The Source editor Fred Camino invites Metro employee
transit users to tell all about car-free or near car-free,
or even, would-be car-free lifestyles.

(July 9, 2010) Fred Camino, the car-free
blogger and transit-advocate-by-example who
posts about the L.A. transit experience on The
Source at metro.net, has challenged readers to
take his car-free lifestyle for a test drive in his
Ten ways to Dump the Pump for good post on
Wednesday.

Now Fred wants to know how the experts do it.
If you have a car-free experience you'd like to
share, Fred may make you famous, or, at
least, awe-inspiring.

"I'd love to compile some stories on the car-
free lifestyles of Metro employees," he said. "In

fact, it doesn't even have to be car-free. It would be interesting to hear
from employees who may have cars but still use transit on a regular
basis."

Here's a set of questions to get you going:

How often do you take transit? If so, what lines/routes?

Are you car-free? If so, why? If not, why not?

Do you use any other alternative transportation (bicycle, rideshare,
etc)?

What is your job at Metro? Do you think being a regular Metro rider
is important to your job?

Why do you love transit?

Is there anything else you'd like to add (anecdote, advice, etc)?

Rush your stories and comments to thesource@gmail.com. Tell him
myMetro.net sent you.

-- from Gayle Anderson
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